Cool diagrams

Take control of the bulldozer and create chaos! Demolish all the blocks without driving yourself
over the edge. New Games See more. Press pause on the world! Take a moment to think it
through, then run and jump to the finish. Hop in your shell and slide! Who says turtles are
supposed to be slow? Find your one true blob-mate! How far will you go to find your one true
blob-mate? Are you willing to dodge spikes and defy gravity? Discover the secrets of an alien
planet! Opposites attract! Line up your shot and connect the positive and negative ends. Three
heads are better than one! Combine their special powers to unlock doors and reach the exit.
Work together in perfect harmony! There are two sides to every tale! Work together in perfect
harmony to reach the exit. Rocket-jump to the exit as fast as you can! Grab your launcher and
get ready to fly! Blow up the spinners and run to the exit as fast as you can. Hop in your ship
and conquer gravity! Don't let gravity keep you down Hop in the pilot seat and land your ship
safely. Bring hot fire to the icy winter! Feeling cold on these winter days? Fireblob is here to
warm things up! Dodge angry blobs, melt the ice cubes, and light the fire to keep warm. Hit the
slopes and watch out for trees! Grab your skis and hit the slopes! Swing past the trees without
crashing and set a new high score. Have you ever wanted to be a planet? Become a planet!
Adventure awaits! Guide your laser to the finish line! Guide your laser through 7 different
mini-games! Bounce off walls, escape a maze, do whatever it takes to reach the other side. Test
your soccer skills in online multiplayer! Take your skills online and become world champion!
Monkey swing, monkey do! Swing through the jungle from tree to tree! Beat levels to unlock
new monkey skins. Find the secret mechanism and paint the screen green. Blast asteroids and
save the galaxy! Calling all pilots We are detecting dangerous levels of space activity. Take aim
and wipe out the asteroids! Step up and spin the wheel! Step up and spin the wheel in this cool
way to learn about probability! Guess higher or lower to win big points. Will you play it safe or
risk it all? Run, skate and jump through a brand new galaxy! Complete the Run trilogy! Explore
hundreds of new levels in a huge new galaxy. Help them work together! Help Fireboy and
Watergirl work together to collect all the diamonds and get through each maze to the exit. Play
Chess against the computer or your friends! Play the classic game of strategy. You can
challenge the computer, a friend, or join a match against another online player. Can you make it
through the course? Hop on your dirt bike and ride over jumps, do tricks, and try not to lose
control! Memorize the course and execute your stunts perfectly. Eat the apples. How long can
you survive? Ever played the classic game Snake? Eat the apples to grow your snake as long
as possible. Grab a cue and take your best shot! Can you read the angles and run the table in
this classic game of billiards? Cast your line and reel in a legendary fish! Cast your line and reel
in a legendary fish. Earn cash to buy new hooks and skills. Solve word puzzles to stay alive!
Hang on to your balloons! Earn XP and Achievements in multiplayer Snake! An epic multiplayer
version of Snake! Do you have what it takes to earn the crown? Use counting and time
management. Use counting and time management to run a Freezeria. Keep the customers
happy to make big tips! Watch out for the food critic! Play the classic game or the all-new action
mode! Breathe fire and smash towers! Become the dragon! Activate fireball mode for extra
destruction! Turn on your high beams! Drive into tricky spots. Light up the roads! Carve it up
like a turkey dinner! It's carving time! Slice all sorts of oddly shaped objects to knock them off
the ledge. Popular Games See more. Upgrade your copter and be the last one flying! Remove
the cubes and get to the red square. It really is. Don't ask us how to beat it. We can't. Aim your
grabber to reach the target. Test your aim in online multiplayer! Flip the block over and over to
get it in the hole. Run, jump, slide, and dive into the flag! Hit the bullseye and score a perfect 10!
Blast the enemy tanks with all new weapons! Hop in your hot air balloon and prepare for
adventure! Help Bob expose the corrupt mayor. More cool cars to park in tight spaces. Build the
ultimate brick-busting machine! Cash in your coins for all new skins! Sorry, you can't play this
non-game. Train your duck to win races and save the farm! Time your bounces to get through
the obstacles! Swing your way through 30 challenging courses. Outsmart your opponent in the
game of X's and O's. It's the classic game. Empty your hand first! Add like numbers to win this
one. Can you get to ? Can you figure out how to parallel park? Eat the apples and reach the
portal. Drive the jelly truck to the end of each level. Use the magnetic tractor to load crates into
the truck. The Pig is on the loose! Can you catch him? New levels, same crazy basketball
action! This rock is ready to roll! Gain momentum and jump. Up, up, up! This tower is full of
treasures and danger! Cut blocks of wood into the right number of pieces. Round and round,
don't stop running! Avoid the obstacles, shoot and score! Hop in your tank and destroy the
enemy base. Challenge the computer or try online matchmaking! Drive and park cars as fast as
you can! More Popular Games. Strategy Games See more. Deploy your plastic soldiers to
defend your home! Upgrade your tank and take out your foes! Build a thriving colony on a far
off planet. The digital version of the pencil-and-paper classic. If you've played "Sorry! Are you a
Tic Tac Toe pro? Try this version! More Strategy Games. Skill Games See more. Run through

the obstacles to get to the burger! Save your pineapple from evil Big Square! Classic Run More
Skill Games. Number Games See more. Fill in the spaces with the right numbers. Make gold with
the perfect calculations! Run your own coffee shop in this business game. More Number
Games. Logic Games See more. You're a Special Intergalactic Painter. Slide wooden blocks and
roll to the goal. Draw with living ink to pop the balls! Move the other cars to escape the parking
lot. More Logic Games. If you are looking for ready-to-go charts and diagrams , you have come
to the right place. Take your pick in our wide collection of free charts and diagrams for
PowerPoint and Google Slides! More than options are waiting for you! Since there is a chart for
every objective and a diagram for every occasion, we have assembled a varied and extensive
selection of editable and easy-to-customize charts and diagrams. You can use them as soon as
you need to give a visual representation of data. The aim is to make the reading and
understanding of information easier for your audience. If you need to give a business,
marketing, finance, science, or any other professional presentation, the tool you are looking for
is just one click away! Charts are often related to Data Visualization. They are a graphical
representation of data , making complex numbers more intuitive and eventually easier to read
and to understand. The most common charts are column charts, bar charts, pie chart, line
charts, bubble charts, gauges, radar charts, funnel charts, Gantt Charts. Diagrams also use
visualization techniques to represent information. More specifically, diagrams are simplified
figures or schematic illustration to show how something works or the relationships between the
parts of a whole. Like us on Facebook! Buy us a coffee ;-. Free charts and diagrams for
PowerPoint and Google Slides. The most common charts are column charts, bar charts, pie
chart, line charts, bubble charts, gauges, radar charts, funnel charts, Gantt Charts Diagrams
also use visualization techniques to represent information. Thank you for using our free
templates for PowerPoint! We have updated our Privacy Policy. Find out more. Got it, thanks!
Go to Top. Awesome , your download will start shortlyâ€¦. If you enjoy our templates,. By Sri
Varshan R Y. May it be a technical document or a project plan when it is visually presented it
has its own value. Microsoft Visio is the most commonly used and widely known tool for
creating complex diagrams with ease. Big organizations can afford Visio, what about home
users like you and me? I have some cool online diagram drawing tools for you that can do the
trick for free. Some of these below online diagram drawing tools can be used as an alternative
for Visio and are highly recommended for people like you and me to create drawings in
lightning speed. There are around 18 Categories of shapes available for you to create your
diagrams. By default Only 9 categories will be displayed to you, so if you want to load all of
them you can click on More Shapes option you can find it under File Menu of the online editor to
load them all. I have just listed some of the categories that I use frequently, actually there is lot
more than what I have covered here so feel to explore the tool. You need to sign up with Gliffy
using your Gmail account in order to save the diagrams that you create. In the free plan you can
only create 5 diagrams and use maximum of 2 MB storage space. You can use Google,
Facebook, Twitter account, or simply use an email id to sign up with Creately. Using the Free
plan you can only create 1 Project, 5 diagrams and can have maximum of 3 collaborators. Lucid
Chart offers all its premium features for 14 days after that you will be pushed back to your free
account. You can use the same login details that you used for Lucid Chart. If you are looking
out a pretty simple way to create some diagrams then Asciiflow is for you. Below is a sample
from the Asciiflow Gallery, unleash your imagination to create much more. So what tool do you
use to create diagrams? Do you know a better online diagram drawing tool? Share it with me.
Modelling your system communote Mar 16, Sri Varshan R Y Feb 20, Jeff Feb 20, Thanks this info
was really helpful! I used Lucidchart as a network diagram generator and it was super easy to
use. If you use diagrams often you should check it out! Sri Varshan R Y Jun 19, Have a good
day. I have written a separate article here about these online tools that can help you to generate
diagrams for free. Do check them out [â€¦]. So what does Draw. There are 6 cool Clipart
categories which can used for lot of different purposes, you can also find an image from Google
and use it in your diagram check image rights before you them. So what does Gliffy offers?
When you try to create a New Diagram there are some default Gliffy Templates provided for you.
Make sure you visit these templates once, they are just awesome. The Gliffy Library has some
cool collections of shapes and well categorized. You can even create a Floor Plan for your office
or home You can also import your own images into the canvas and use them. The Chart beta
feature of Gliffy can use your Google Spreadsheet to create charts and you can insert the
generated charts into your diagram. Revision history is maintained for each diagram that you
create. So if you just want to use an earlier version of your diagram, you can use the Revision
History option under File Menu to revert to an earlier version. You can use the Collaborate
option under the Share Menu to send your diagram for your team members note that they must
be a registered user too. By default your diagram will be private. This way anyone can see your

diagram without having to register with Gliffy. So what does Creately offers? Based on what you
select to draw, this online diagram drawing tool provides you templates that you can use as a
base to build your diagram. The diagram that you create is shared publicly to the community if
you are in free plan. Lucid Chart Lucid Chart offers all its premium features for 14 days after that
you will be pushed back to your free account. So what else does this online diagram drawing
tool offers? The Lucid Master Page concept is quite remarkable. Ever heard of Slide Masters in
PowerPoint? Create a page, add header and footer contents that you want to reuse across many
pages. Now create a new page and apply the Master Page to it. In the below screenshot the
Nexus 10 Screen is the master page and the two images that are inside the screen are actually
created as a separate page. Got it? Hotspots in Lucid Chart can help you to create actions
which makes your diagram interactive in demo mode. The Lucid Chart Libraries has rich objects
that you can use to create exemplary diagrams. The Group Chat feature helps you to interact
seamlessly with your team. Asciiflow If you are looking out a pretty simple way to create some
diagrams then Asciiflow is for you. Below is a sample from the Asciiflow Gallery, unleash your
imagination to create much more So what tool do you use to create diagrams? A techie who
strongly believes that Knowledge grows when shared. Connect , Contact or Shoot an email to
srivarshan articpost. Thanks for suggesting this John, will definitely look into this. Have a Good
Day. Thanks for taking the time to share your knowledge. Much appreciated. You are most
welcome Jeff, glad to see that it was useful. It works two-dimensionally when there are three or
fewer sets. Not only are these diagrams a good visualization for a concept, they are also an
opportunity for graphic humor. A common way to make Venn humor is to label three sets as
concepts, and their overlaps as specific situations. A variation on the humor Venn diagram
concerns sets that cannot possibly overlap. Phil Plait illustrated this with an old math joke
adjusted to the graphics world. He calls it Venn-Venn , which is a true venn-venn situation.
Jessica Hagy always has all kinds of graphics humor at her webcomic Indexed ; the one called
Euphemisms tells you just what you need to know. It is not necessary that the two or three sets
of a Venn diagram actually have anything to do with each other, as long as you can come up
with some justification for an overlap. Chemical symbols and state abbreviations? Why not?
Redditor Smashinator came up with this idea while showering behind a shower curtain printed
with the Periodic Table of the Elements. This diagram sparked a bit of controversy when it was
submitted to reddit, as there are plenty of both smart and dumb people who either watch all
these shows or none of them. Or the ones they aren't supposed to watch. Set diagrams about
TV can get much more complicated. If you ever flip through the cable TV channels, you've
probably noticed how many reality series cluster around an existing idea. Yes, there's a lot of
shows set in Louisiana. And quite a few set in Alaska, too. I once quipped that a network sees
no use in wasting a field office on just one show, or two, or three. And yes, I am aware that this
is actually an Euler diagram, which shows existing sets and relationships, and not a true Venn
diagram that would show all possible relationships. In the couple of years since this diagram
was made, the shows have changed somewhat, but you can still fill those circles with
appropriate series. Any pop culture phenomenon lends itself to extreme critique that can be
diagrammed. Lesley Tsina created a simple Venn diagram that explained why so many more
people watched The Hobbit movies than read the book. Artist Stephen Wildish has built his
reputation on clever and pun-filled graphs, visualizations, and minimalist representations of pop
culture. In his Diagram Venn of Yoda , we see how previous tropes came together to create the
beloved Star Wars character Yoda. Stephen Wildish created this Venn diagram as part of his
Friday project. The Von Van Venn diagram uses large and seemingly unrelated sets to indicate
the puns in the overlaps. It could be made more complicated with the addition of Vin Diesel, the
subject of an earlier diagram. Comic artist Aaron Williams created this Venn diagram proving
that Doctor Who is in the middle of the science fiction universe. It was once sold as a t-shirt, but
no longer available. And now we are leaving the world of virtual two-dimensional diagrams and
looking at how they act in the real world. It turns out that Venn diagrams are delicious! Venn
Diagram of Emotions. Subscribe to our Newsletter! But most noteworthy of all is the way in
which these diagrams bespeak an essential part of culture â€” the awareness that everything
builds on what came before , that creativity is combinatorial , and that the most radical
innovations harness the cross-pollination of disciplines. Christianson writes in the
introduction:. It appears that no great diagram is solely authored by its creator. Most of those
described here were the culmination of centuries of accumulated knowledge. Most arose from
collaboration and oftentimes in competition with others. Each was a product and a reflection of
its unique cultural, historical and political environment. Each represented specific
preoccupations, interests, and stake holders. The great diagrams depicted in the book form the
basis for many fields â€” art, astronomy, cartography, chemistry, mathematics, engineering,
history, communications, particle physics, and space travel among others. More often than not,

however, their creators â€” mostly known, but many lost to time â€” were polymaths who are
creating new technologies or breakthroughs by drawing from a potent combination of
disciplines. By applying trigonometric methods to the heavens, or by harnessing the movement
of the sun and the planets to keep time, they were forging powerful new tools; their diagrams
were imbued with synergy. From the latin diagramma figure from Greek, a figure worked out b
lines, plan, from diagraphein , from graphein to write. Emoticons Puck Magazine, Emoticons
made a discreet entrance, arriving in print for the first time in this March 30, issue of Puck.
Complement Diagrams That Changed the World with 17 equations that changed the world and
the fantastic Cartographies of Time. Thanks, Kirstin. Brain Pickings participates in the Amazon
Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means
for sites to earn commissions by linking to Amazon. In more human terms, this means that
whenever you buy a book on Amazon from a link on here, I receive a small percentage of its
price. Privacy policy. Christianson writes in the introduction: It appears that no great diagram is
solely authored by its creator. Chauvet Cave Drawings c. Experts believe that the cave drawings
may have served to initiate young males into hunting by showing them what game they might
encounter. Rosetta Stone BC Discovered in , this granite block containing a decree written in
three languages allowed Egyptologists to interpret hieroglyphics for the first time â€” a
language that had been out of use since the fourth century AD. The Ptolemaic System Claudius
Ptolemy, c. AD In this 15th-century example of the Ptolemaic world map, the Indian Ocean is
enclosed and there is no sea route around the Cape. First known use of the word: A plan, a
sketch, drawing, outline, not necessarily representational, designed to demonstrate or explain
something or clarify the relationship existing between the parts of the whole. In mathematics, a
graphic representation of an algebraic or geometric relationship. A chart or graph. A drawing or
plan that outlines and explains the parts, operation, etc. Vitruvian Man Leonardo da Vinci, c. The
head measured from the forehead to the chin was exactly one tenth of the total height, and the
outstretched arms were always as wide as the body was tall. These detailed diagrams are
perhaps the most famous illustrations in all of medical history. His heliocentric model â€” which
placed the Sun and not the Earth and the center of the universe â€” contradicted 14th-century
beliefs. Until these illustrations were published, the moon was thought to be perfectly smooth
and round. At the center of the wheel, Harris showed that black is formed by the
superimposition of these colors. This innovative, colorful timeline allowed students to survey
the fates of 78 kingdoms in one chart. Line Graph William Playfair, William Playfair was the first
person to display demographic and economic data in graph form. His clearly drawn,
color-coded line graphs show time on the horizontal axis and economic data or quantities on
the vertical axis. Pickette drew this diagram with Philip Tai for the demonstration board. Share
Article Tweet. View Full Site. An infographic Powerpoint template with high-quality elements to
create beautiful and stand out presentations. These infographic templates will give you all the
power you need to make a modern and awesome presentation. Download these process slides
for Powerpoint suitable to present step by step your product or project. In addition, they will be
a great tool for organizing information, studying, solving problems, and making important
decisions about your project. Show your project timeline with this free timeline templateâ€¦.
Fishikawa or Fishbone diagram Powerpoint template is a free presentation template that is used
to demonstrate or identify the root cause and effect. This template will help you to transform
your data in visual for a better understanding of your analysis. It includes smart art cycle slides,
process, hierarchy, and high-quality graphic shapes. Professional organizational chart PPT
slides. Exclusive and unique Powerpoint diagrams suitable to stand out your presentations.
Find professional ppt diagrams to create a beautiful presentation in minutes. All our diagrams
are easy to edit and fully editable. In addition, you can change the color easily with just one
click. Present your ideas clearly and professionally with these free modern diagrams for
Powerpoint easy to edit and customize. It includes diagrams like cycle slides, process,
hierarchy. Organizational diagrams are used to present responsibilities and hierarchy of the
employees of a company. Find professional organizational chart PPT slides and start editing
your presentation. Skip to content. Free Infographic Powerpoint Template An infographic
Powerpoint template with high-quality elements to create beautiful and stand out presentations.
Powerpoint Process Template Download these process slides for Powerpoint suitable to
present step by step your product or project. Fishbone Diagram Powerpoint Template Fishikawa
or Fishbone diagram Powerpoint template is a free presentation template that is used to
demonstrate or identify the root cause and effect. Free Powerpoint Diagrams to Create Amazing
Presentations: Exclusive and unique Powerpoint diagrams suitable to stand out your
presentations. Organizational Powerpoint Diagrams Organizational diagrams are used to
present responsibilities and hierarchy of the employees of a company. Unlimited Downloads!
We provide you a fantastic collection of Free Powerpoint Diagrams Design that you can

download for free and regulate for your personal Presentations. Discovering and getting the
most related and suitable Powerpoint Templates are as simple as few clicks. You can simply
impress your audience and add a unique zing and appeal to your Reports and Presentations
with our Templates. This is a diagram of a firefighter silhouette design. You can list use them as
an agenda. It is also an editable graphic with text and icon placeholders. Search Keywords:
diagram,â€¦. This diagram is a design comparing the start of two groups through a notebook.
This is effective in explaining the two contrasts. It is also an editable graphic with text and
iconâ€¦. This diagram is a six circle design spread out from the center pizza. You can explain
the central concepts associated with the eight concepts. It is also an editable graphic withâ€¦.
This diagram is an illustration of a businessman flying a dart arrow towards the target. This is a
great way to describe a successful business. It's also an editable graphic withâ€¦. This diagram
is designed with a ribbon-shaped strip and an equalizer cube. You can also modify the
rectangles color to easily modify the data. This diagram is a curved line arrow design that
moves towards a light bulb with a bachelor cap. You can use this to display timelines, job flows,
and sequential steps. Search Keywords:â€¦. This template is a business man design jumping on
a rising line chart. This can be visually emphasized through a rising line chart. It is also an
editable graphic with text andâ€¦. This template is a diagram showing the flow played by a
projector film. This is an icon shown through the film and can be used to highlight progression
or movement. This diagram is a list of rounded bar banners with icons. You can list 4 items or
use them as an agenda. O ur Free Powerpoint Diagrams Design , Free Powerpoint Diagrams
design and Free Powerpoint charts design are appropriate for business and lecture room
presentations on education, health, trading, as well as basic-purp
ford escort 2010
mitsubishi triton owners manual download
benjamin discovery parts diagram
ose designs together with seasonal Powerpoint Template that you can use to make
Presentations. Our PowerPoint Templates design is an on-line useful resource the place you
can browse and download free royalty background designs, PowerPoint illustrations, photo
graphics, and PPT templates Design. D ownload Free Powerpoint Diagrams Design now and see
the distinction. What you will have is a further engaged target market, and the go with the go
with the flow of information is clean and quick. Illustrate your information with professionally
designed but absolutely editable diagrams. Regulate graphs, bar diagrams, pie charts, drift
charts and all others as per your data necessities. Play with completely different sorts of
diagrams and wow your audience with never-seen-before designs. We are using cookies on our
website. Please confirm, if you accept our tracking cookies. You can also decline the tracking,
so you can continue to visit our website without any data sent to third-party services.

